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Abstract-Experience with the
use of formal descriptions of communication services and protocols is described. The paper focuses on
the experience of the authors with the extended state transition model
which is proposed as a standard formal description technique (FDT)
for the services and protocols in the OS1 environment. The first part
various examplespecifications,including
ofthepaper
refersto
transport protocol and service specifications, and discusses the suitabilityof thespecificationmethodandpossibleextensions.
Inthe
remainingpart, theuseofsuchformalspecificationsduring
the
phasesofsystemdesign,implementation,
andtesting is described.
Variousapproachestoprotocoldesignvalidation,implementation,
and assessment of implementations are discussed, with emphasis on
The experiencewithseveraloftheseapproaches
is
thelastpoint.
describedinthepaper,andfurtherdetails
may be found in the
references.

I. INTRODUCTION

F

ORMAL methods are considered important tools for the
reliable design andimplementation
of communication
protocols. These methods are always based on someformal
specification of the communication protocol and/or
services
given using an appropriate formal description technique(FDT).
Among the different FDT’s that have been proposed and used
(see, forexample,[8]or[54]),
we consider in this paper
mainly the extended state t r a n s i t i o n model [26] d e v e l o p e d by
Subgroup B of the I S 0 TC97/SC16/WG1 ad hoc group on
FDT (or similar dialects).This is adescriptive model which
combines the state transition nature
of finite state machines
with the power of a high-level programming language (Pascal).
Similar approaches to the specification of protocols have been
described in the literature [4], [9], [ 141 , [ 5 5 ] .
The different activities during the design and implementation of protocols where formal specifications can be useful are

summarized in [ 111 . The main activities are
1) the elaboration of a reference specification of the communication protocols orservices,
2) the validation of the design of a protocol specification,
3) the design and development of a protocol implementation based on the protocol specification obtained under point
2), and
4) the validation of a protocolimplementationobtained
under point 3).
In this paper we discuss our experience with the use of the
extended state transition FDT for the above mentioned activities. We also make somereference to similar workthat is
proceedingat other places, although we do not pretend to
give a complete review of this area.
The paper is structured as follows: Section I1 relates our experience withthe use of theIS0extendedstatetransition
model(or similar local dialects) forthe writing offormal
protocol and service specifications.Somecritical
comments
based on thisexperience are given in Section 11-E. Sections
111, IV, and V deal with the activities 2), 3), and 4) mentioned
above. The main part of each of these sections gives a description of recent work done by our group in these areas. Due to
lack of space, the discussionsarerelatively
short, and references are provided for more detail.

11. EXAMPLE SPECIFICATIONS
A . The Transport Layer as a Test Case

The I S 0 ad hoc group on FDT haschosen thetransport
layer as the principal test case for comparing different FDT’s
proposed for the specification of OS1 protocols and services.
As a result, many different formal and semiformal specifications of thetransportprotocoland
service have beendeManuscriptreceivedMarch3,1982;revisedJuly27,1982.This
work was supported in part by the Natural Science Engineering Research veloped (see, for example, the papers presented at the ad hoc
Council of Canada and research contracts from the Department of Comgroup’s meetings).
munication of Canada. This paper was presented in part at the Second
The transport layer service [ 181 is a connection-oriented
International Workshop on Protocol Specification, Testing, and Verification, May 1982.
communication service thatsupports normal andexpedited
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data transfer. Different classes of protocols [19] are defined,
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5) independent flow control for normal and expedited data
over different connections, and
6) recovery from network connectionfailures, etc.
Since the above mentioned CCITT/ISO documents are
relatively recent, most work with FDT’s is based on previous
CCITT, ISO, or ECMA documents, and is often restricted to
the protocol classes 0 and 2.
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B. Specifications of the Transport Protocol

I

Different versions of transport protocol specifications have
been produced by our group as contributions to thediscussion
on FDT’s. We mention here only the following two versions
which are of different scope.
The class 0 protocol specification in [57] is written in a
localdialect [27], and was laterrewritten according to the
I S 0 syntax [58]. The purpose was to describe the basic rules
of the transport protocol in a most simple manner. Therefore,
the specification considers only a single transport connection
(multiplexing is not allowed for class 0), and only the “abstract
protocol” (see [33, sect. 4.31) is defined, ignoring the mapping of the protocol data units into the network service primitives. The transitions may either be grouped by major states
[57] or by incoming interaction [58].
Reference [58] gives a complete protocol specification for
classes 0 and 2. It considers an arbitrary number of simultaneous transportconnections over anarbitrarynumber of networkconnections, including the possibility of multiplexing.
The mapping of PDU’s into network service primitives is also
defined, except for the detailed coding of the different PDU
parameters. The mapping function considers possible concatenation of several PDU’s to form a single network service data
unit, and the priorities of different connections and different
kmds of PDU’s. It seems that the possible nondeterminism of
the FDT (see Section 11-El) below) is an essential feature for
leaving certain implementation choices undefined.
Manydifferent
formaltransportprotocol
specifications
have been written using Pascal [39] ,Ada [ 171 ,extended Petri
nets [3], and othermethods[28],[61].
Space limitations
prevent us from providing further references and comparisons.

C. Specifications of the Transport Service
The transport service may be specified with the same FDT
giving aspecification ofthetransport
layer andthe layers
below considered as a black box (see Fig. 1, dashed box). This
approach has been taken for the specification of [59] which
describes the properties of the transport service as seen by the
users through the service access points. As in [58], an arbitrary
number of simultaneous transport connections is considered.
A simplified version, considering only a single connection and
ignoring the problem of addressing, is given in [60] using a
local dialect [27] of the FDT.
Many other transport service specifications have been written by different groups [3], [28], [61]. There is not enough
space to discuss them all. However, we would like to mention
here the question of whether it
is useful to separate, in the
service specification, the local and global [9] sequencing rules
for the execution of service primitives. A general framework

,---------------------------------------J

Fig. 1.

Relationship between transport service and transport protocol.

for such a separation is given in [12]. While the state transition model seems adequate for the specification of the local
rules [29], its use for the global rules may bequestionable.
While different specification languages (such as temporal
logic [ l o ] , o r abstract data types [41]) may be used for the
global rules, we are presentlyexperimentingwithseparate
specifications for the local and global rules using the extended
state transition model for both.

D. Other Example Specifications
As mentioned in the Introduction, the general approach of
using an extended state transition model for protocol specifications is not new. Some of our previous work on HDLC [ S I ,
X.25 [6] , and the message link protocol [7] lies in this line.
More recently,the NBS and DoD (USA) have fundedthe
development of FDT’s (similar to[26])for
use in their
protocol developmentprojects [53], [ S I . The formal protocol specificationsdevelopedinthis
context areinteresting
examples.
Another example is some effort[22]for
developing .a
formal specification of the Teletex control procedures. In this
effort the Teletex session and document layers were described
using the local FDT dialect [27]. In order to clarify the relationbetweenthedifferent
layers(including the underlying
transport layer), an attempt was first made to give aformal
description of the services provided by the session and document layers. The protocol specifications are then given in the
reference to these service specifications. It may be interesting
to note that the selection of the primitives for the document
service was made ina somehowarbitrarymanner.Some
of
these primitives are related to a document file store.Some
kind of “virtual file store” was defined in a semiformal manner
(see Section 11-ES) below).
Finally, we wouldlike to review briefly the specification
[15] of a virtual file system developed by the Hahn-MeitnerInstitute, Berlin. This specification is given in two parts. The
first part is the specification of avirtual file server, i.e., it
defines the local input/output behavior of a file server in terms
of file service primitives exchanged with its local environment.
This partofthe
specificationdefines the meaning ofsuch
primitives as OPEN, READ, WRITE, etc. Thespecification uses
a dialect oftheextendedstatetransitionmodel;
however,
several extensions to the syntax of [26] seemed necessary for
this example, as explained in the following section. The second
part of the specification defines the communication protocol
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peer protocol entity. Transitions for these error cases should,
therefore, be included in. the formal specification and not be
left as “unforeseenerrors.” Howmuch of such error cases
should be included seems. to be a matter of taste. Some, but
not all, protocol specifications try to specify actions for every
E. Suitability of theFDT and PossibleExtensions
possible misbehavior of the peer entity. In the OS1 environWe conclude from the above mentioned experience of writ- ment, transitions treating usermisbehaviorshould
probably
ing formal specifications that the FDT of [26]
is aflexible
not be defined, since they may be considered part of the servtool which leads to relatively readable specifications. One of ice interface which is a local implementation issue.
the main problems to be decided for each specification was the
The above discussion of the meaning of incomplete specifioverall order in which the different transitions of the specifi- cations becomes’ more subtle in the context of nondetermincation should be arranged in order to arrive at the most under- ism. We propose the following definition. An input interaction
standablepresentation.Such
decisions are sometimesquite
from the environment to the specified module is an unforeseen
arbitrary, often related to the personal tastes andprejudices
misbehavior if the specification of the module provides for the
of the personwriting the specification. Consequently, some in- possibility that the sequence of preceding interactions leads to
formal guidelines would be useful for this purpose, Reference a state of the specification for which there is no transition
[21] tries to give someobjective arguments for a particular specified fortheinteractionunderconsideration[34].
We
organization of thetransitions (ordering byincominginternote that sometimes a different convention is used where an
actions) and shows how such a discipline can be useful for the input interaction for which no transition is specified is ignored
systematic development of protocol specifications during the and is not necessarily considered an “unforeseen error.”
design phase.
3) Special Syntax for Major States: We are not convinced
The following subsectionscontaincommentsoncertain
that the special syntax for the major module state
(FROM and
features of the specification language anditsuse, and they TO clauses) is warranted for the specification of protocols and
point out somepossible extensions.
services, since thePROVIDED clause and assignment state1)Nondetemzinism: The FDT of [26] is based on a model ments couldbe used instead.Thelatter
seems to be more
of a nondeterministic state machine. It is sometimes argued that flexible for specifying multiple connection endpoints.
nondeterministic behavior is notrequired,or
desirable, for
4 ) Use of Assertions: The use of assertions for the specifiprotocol specifications. We have foundnondeterminism an cation of software is well known. We found that this method
important element of the specification language in the case of could naturally be incorporatedintotheextendedstate
service specifications,where the relation betweentheintertransitionmodelby
using assertionalspecificationsin
the
actions at the different service access points is not determinis- following three cases.
tic, as well as in the case of protocol specifications, where (in
a) The meaning of procedures and functions used in transi[58] for instance) the priority of certain possible operations tions can be specified by input-output assertions on the paoftheprotocolentity
is not always defined;forexample,
rameter values.
priority of different multiplexed connections, extent of conb) Sometimes, individual statementswithin
a transition
catenation of multiple PDU’s into service data units, possible may be considered largely implementationdependent;howovertaking of data by disconnects, etc.
ever, the specification maystate someessential properties.
2) Incomplete Specifications: A specification of a protocol These properties may be defined by assertions on the module
entity or a communication service usually makes some assump- state variables (possibly relating the value before and after the
tions on the behavior of other modules in the system. Under
execution of the statements).
theseassumptions
not all possible interactionpatterns will
c) There are situations where the action of a whole transioccur. Therefore,it seemsreasonable to give specifications tion may be best defined by assertions which relate
the state
that are incomplete in the sense that they define the behavior values before and after the transition (instead of defininga
ofthe specifiedsystem moduleonlyforthe
case thatthe
statement sequence which performs the state transformations).
above mentioned assumptions are satisfied. We assume the fol- Such an approach is similar to the definition of 0-functions in
lowing convention concerning completeness of a module speci- Special [SO] .
fication. If for some given input interaction (with some partiCases a) and b) have beenusedin
[46], [59], [58], and
cular parameter values) and some given module state, no pos- case c) would have beenuseful in the specification of the
sible transition is defined, then the specification is incomplete virtual file server [ 15J , for defining the meaning of the
and the behavior of the module
is not defined for this situation.
POSprimitivewhich
positions a pointer in the hierarchical
Such a situation should not occur under the
assumptions structure of a file.
mentioned above. In the case that “in the real world” n o tran5 ) Abstract Data Types: Certain aspects of a specification
sition is specified for an input that occurs, we can therefore are usually left informal, since the specification language is not
say that the above mentioned assumptionsare not satisfied, well suited to describing these aspects (it would
usually lead
and that an “unforeseen error”
has occurred in the environ- to unnatural, lengthydescriptions). Such is often the case with
data buffers that are used in the descriptions of the transport
ment of thespecified module.
I t is certainly desirable to foresee some of the possible protocol [S7], [S8] or service [59], [60]. In the example of
errors of the environment, in particular misbehaviors of the
the Teletex document protocol [22], the
“virtual file store”
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mentioned above and a “document manager” were described
along similar lines. Usually semiformal descriptions are given,
declaring a number of ‘‘primitive’’ procedures and/or functions
that may be
called and explaining their meaning in natural
language.
These are examples in which
formal descriptions based on
the formalism of abstract data types
(as developed for software engineering) may be useful [41]. It seems that abstract
data type specifications could be combined with the extended
state transition model; however, further research seems to be
required in this area.
6 ) Liveness and Performance Issues: Most applications of
finitestateorextendedstatetransition
models do not consider performance issues, and liveness considerations are
usually limited to showing absence of deadlocks andloops
without progress [8], [54]. For defining the liveness properties of an extendedstatetransition
specification,certain
transitions may be defined to be “live,” where a live transition,
if it is enabled, will eventually be executed unless some other
transitions leads into a state where it is not enabled any more.
A typicalexample is atime-outtransition. Liveness properties of finite state machines are also considered in [23].
Performance considerations may be integrated into the extended state transition model by associating probabilities with
the different transitions that are possible from agiven state, and
by defining atransition time for each type of transition,
eithera minimum and/or maximum value or a probabilistic
time distribution [ 161 , [44] .

111. PROTOCOL DESIGN VALIDATION
The objective ofprotocol design validation (see, forexample, [SI) is to verify that a given protocol specification for
layer N , together with the given service specification for
layer (N - l), implies that the (N)-layer service is provided by
the layered system architecture shown in Fig. 1.

A . Protocol Design Verification
Under this heading we consider static analysis of the specifications. The different approaches to verification are reviewed
in [8], [54] where further references may be found. Techniques that are relevant fortheextendedstatetransition
model are reachability analysis for finite state machines,
invariant analysis for Petri nets [ 11 , [3] , and program proving
techniques. When a “major state abstraction”of the system is
considered (which ignores theinteraction
parameters and
additionalstate variables ofthemodel)the
techniques developed for finite state machines and Petri nets are applicable,
and often provide useful insight into the possible interaction
sequences. For a complete verification, however, the interaction parameters andadditionalstate
variables must be considered and usually require some verification methods related
to program proving (forexample, assertions and invariants,
symbolic execution, etc.; a simple example is discussed in [4] ).
We are presentlyworking on the verification of a class 0
transport protocol based on the specifications given in [46],
[57], [58] and the standard mapping of PDU’s into network
service primitives. Globally, the verification proceeds through
the following three steps.

1) The three modules shownin Fig. 1 (protocol entities and
network service provider) are combined into a single machine.
In the “major state abstraction,” this combination corresponds
to the formation of a product finite state machine or a Petri
net, where it is important to consider the direct coupling of
the input-output interactions between the combined modules
(see, for example, [43] or [24], [48]). Special attention must
be given totheinteraction
parametersand additionalstate
variables.
2) Fromthe
viewpoint of the user service, theinputoutput interactions between the combined
modulesmaybe
ignored.This
view may be obtained by projections[43],
or Petri net reductions [2], [24], [48]. In order to
reduce the
complexity of the problem it may also be useful to consider
onlyone particular service propertyatatime,
as explained
in [37].
3) Finally, the abstractedmachinespecification
obtained
underpoint 2) must be comparedwiththe given transport
service specification. Forthe
verification of the safeness
properties, it is necessary to show thatall execution sequences
obtainedfromthe machinespecification of point 2) are allowed according to the service specification. In addition, it is
necessary to show that all liveness properties of the service
specification are providedby that machine(whichincludes
the absence of deadlocksand similar general properties). It
is likely that the specification obtained in point 2) is not very
different from the given specification of the transport service.
Any difference foundmaypoint to an inconsistencyin the
specifications. The detailedapplication of these ideas to the
verification of the transport protocol maybe found in [36] .
B. Testing of Protocol Designs

Underthisheading
we considertesting of protocols by
directly executing their specification. This is a kind of simulation approach, where the three modulesshownin Fig. 1 are
executed in some simulated environment, and the behavior of
the simulated system is observed and compared with the given
service specification. Such approaches can be used for analyzing the logical behavior of the system (in which we are interested
at this point), as well as the performance CharaGteristics [25],
~381.
For the realization of the simulation, the automatic implementation approaches discussed in thenext sectionmay be
used. Another problem is the automatic comparkon of the behavior resulting from the simulatedsystem giththe given
service specification. In the case that the behavior of the service is nondeterministic (which is usually the Icase), the different choices possible according to the service specification
must all be explored, in order to check whether one of them
corresponds to the behavior observed. The creation of such a
checking module from the formal specification of the service
is explored in [34].
The simulationrequires the generation of ,user input interactions which must be chosen in such a way as to maximize
theprobabilityofdetectingany
possible malfunctions.The
problem is similar to the selection of test sequences for protocol implementation testing, as discussed in Section V.

.
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IV. AUTOMATING PROTOCOL IMPLEMENTATION

formanceparameters such as throughput, delays,reliability,
etc.
Since theextendedstatetransitionmodel
combines elePlans for instituting “certification centers” for OS1 .protoments from finite state machines and programming languages,
cols
existin
several countries (see, for example,[49], or
it is relatively easy to obtain an implementation for a
given
several
papers
in [31], [32]).
Differentapproaches may be
specificationin the form of a
program. Implementations of
considered
for
the
certification
of
an Open System for its confinite state machines in software are straightforward, and the
formance
with
OS1
protocol
standards.
The validation can be
other elements are already in a programming language form.
made
most
complete
when
the
system
provides
access to the
Thetypicalapproach
is to implementa specification as a
interfaces
between
the
different
protocol
layers,
such that,
looping program where each cycle of the loop executes a traneffectively,
each
layer
of
the
system
to
be
validated
may be
sition. The transition is either initiated by some input interactested
separately.
It
is
also
possible
to
make
some
overall
tests
tion or by some internal condition that makes its execution
involving
many
layers
at
once,
for
example,
from
the
transport
possible. The loop couldconsist of a CASE statement with one
case per kind of input interaction (including “no input”). For layer up through the presentation layer using the lower level
each of these, cases, the internal conditionsmay be tested again network access protocols and the application interface to the
by a CASE statement testing the major state
of the module, or presentation layer as “access points” to the module under test.
by successive .IF statements to select the appropriate transi- There may, however, be limitations as to the effectiveness of
such a combinedmultilayer testing procedure.
tion to be executed.
Among the various testarchitectures [ 131 , theremote
Theimplementation
of theinteractions with theother
testing
(Fig. 2) and a supplementary local tester (directly conmodules in the system (input and output interactions) is very
much. system dependent. In an implementation of the
trans- nected to the UUT) are currently receiving the most attention.
Similarly, our efforts are directed towards gaining experience
portprotocolonour
PDP-11 computer[40],thetransport
service interactions are realized by the exchange of messages in constructing a remote test system. Two versions of the syspassed via a shared memory region between the users and the tem are under development, an interactive tester and an autofollowing twosubsections describe their
transportmodule, whichare separate tasks underthe RSX- matictester.The
11M operatingsystem,
whereas thenetwork
layer (X25 objectives and general organization, and thelast subsection exsoftware) is incorporated in the operating system and accessed plains an effort towards developing meaningful test sequences.
through supervisor calls.
A. The Interactive Tester
Partly automated translation of formal
specifications into
Here,the objective’is to provide a flexible tooldestined
programs is also possible [30], [52], [55]. Usually the specifications are translatedinto someprogram elements (as de- mainly for debugging protocolimplementationsand,toa
scribed above) which call upon a system dependent run-time limited extent, for qualitative testing.
The interactive testermodule is placed as a peer entity
support package implementinginteractionswiththeother
with
respect to the UUT. Using a computer terminal, the user
modules in the system, buffer management, time-outs, etc.
can
construct
arbitrary (also erroneous)interactions (PDU’s
It is, not always desirable to implement eachseparately
and
control
service
primitives) to be sent to the UUT, and
specified module as a separate program or task. It is, thereexamine
the
response
of the UUT for thai input. Hence, the
fore,interestingto
investigate methods by whichdifferent
main
function
of
the
module
is tocreatean easily useable
separatelyspecified modules may be combined into a single
interface
for
the
human
operator,
freeing him from performing
implementation module. A method for combining
separately
all
coding
and
decoding
functions
forthe various PDU’s, as
specified protocol phases (which are related by a “hierarchical
well
as
handling
the
necessary
underlying
connections.
dependence”)intoa
single implementationmodule
is deA
similar
module
can
be
connected
to
the service interface
scribed in [ 6 ] . A similar approach can also be used for comof
the
UUT,
interacting
with
the
UUT
by
service primitives.
bining the protocol entities of different layers, provided that
Alternatively,
an
automatic
responder
(see
Section
V-B) could
the condition of hierarchical dependence between the protobe
used.
cols is satisfied. This is, for instance, the case for the CCITT
Teletex transport, session, and document protocols.

B. Automatic Remote Tester

1 ) The.Objecrive: The objective in this case is to develop an
experimental installation aimed at
a) studying the structure of thepeer test module (PTM) and
We consider here all activities used for verifying whether a
particular protocol implementation adheres to the correspond- the test module (TM) (see Fig. 2), so as to obtain a system
ing protocol specification. If such checking is performed by an least dependent on the type of protocol tested, and
b) providing a vehicle for experimental evaluation of the
official organization against a standard reference specification,
techniques used for deriving various test sequences.
thenthe
activity may be called “protocolimplementation
Naturally,theultimate
goal is to use the results ofthe
certification.”The
assessment activityconsists of applying
tests to the iyplementation (or “unit under test,” UUT). The experimentationtowardsthe
development of an assessment
tests are qualitative or quantitative depending on their objec- system that is efficient, reliable, and easy to use.
tive, that is, either checking the logical conformity of the im2 ) TheApproach: Inorderto
achieve the flexibility replementation to itsspecification,or
measuring certain per- quired by the objectives, we have opted for an organization
V. ASSESSMENT O F PROTOCOL IMPLEMENTATIONS
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Implementation

-
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UUT: Transport
-

Implementation
Under Test

Remote test architecture for the transport layer.

providing a set of support modules for applying various tests.
One of the modules takes care of sequencing the various tests,
based ona high-level sequencingscenario andtheoutcome
of previous tests.
For. each individual test, the behavior of the TM and PTM
is described using the FDT [26]. These descriptions are then
compiled(manually
or automatically)intoexecutable
programs which are loaded by the support modules and use their
services.
The main support modules in the PTM (active tester) are
test sequencer,
0 report generator,
0 test loader/TM protocol handler,
0 initial connection establishment test
module (needed for
downloading of detailed tests to theTM), and
0 PDU mapping module.
0

In the case of the TM (passive responder) the modules are
0

0
0

initial connection establishment test,
test loader/TM protocol handler, and
SDU mapping module.

The implementations at both the PTM and the TM will be
running on a PDP-11 computer under the RSX-1 1M operating
system. Communication
between
the
various modules is
achieved through a shared memory region and the synchronization sei-vices of the operating system. The PDU and SDU
mappingmodules,and
the individual testsequences are currently adapted towards testing a transport protocol implementation [42].

C. Test Sequences
Although a wealth of information is available on software
and hardwaretestingtechniques,
very little is so far known
about testing protocolimplementations,andunfortunately
the hardwareandsoftware
methods are not necessarily applicable here. It is important to note that the protocol implementation details (software listing, plans, etc.) are not always
available. Consequently, the testing techniques must treat the
UUT as a “black box,” and the adherence of the UUT to the

specification must bededucedpurely
fromits responses to
appropriate testsequences. In addition, it is useful to determine the behavior of the UUT under unspecified or erroneous
inputs in order to obtain a complete characterization(“friendliness”) of the implementation [ 131 .
The techniques for deriving testsequences forprotocols
are, thus, an open research area. As starting points [13] could
beconsidered the existingapproachesin the area of microprocessortesting
(e.g., [56]), machineidentification
[35],
[45], and certain software testing techniques [20]. It may be
necessary to testprotocolimplementations
by functional
submodules [47] and/or
to
introduce
a
protocol-specific
fault model.
In ourgroup, finite state machine testing techniques are
currently being explored. A number of interesting results are
reported in [ S l ] . Theyinclude the delivation of checking
sequences, transitiontours,
and characterization sequences
for protocoi machines. Themajorproblems encountered are
related to the incompleteness of the specification, the synchronization of the FTM and TM, the length of the test sequences, and the existence of parameters and secondary state
variables in the specification.
The last two items imply that the tests will not be complete (except in some trivial cases) in the sense of completely
verifying the absence’ ofdesign faults in the implementation
[471.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The discussions in the precedingsections
show howa
formal specification of communication services and protocols
can be used for the various activities during the design and
implementation of distributed systems.Although the discussion focuses on the experience of our group with a particular
formal description technique [26], which is proposed to be
used in the OS1 environment, we feel that approaches
similar to those described here would be useful in many
other situations, including the design and implementation of
nonstandardcommunication
protocols, distributed application development, and modular system design in general.
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